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The Divorced Billionaire Heiress Boss
Chapter 1787

Chapter 1787 Bad Temper

Clayton carried Nicole out to eat. Nicole enjoyed his attentiveness with any guilt. It was just
that Clayton was not satisfied with that little taste of sweetness earlier. His eyes fell on
Nicole from time to time, which made Nicole glare at him fiercely.

Clayton then regained his composure with a smile. Although Clayton looked like a
gentleman on the surface, no one could stop his libido. However, Clayton was serious as he
served Nicole her meal with no other intentions. Nicole then ate the meal peacefully.

It was just about time to get off work. Clayton’s assistant came in a couple of times. Clayton
simply replied to their Nicole When Nicole was done sting. Clayton simply took a few bites
and got his After dening himself up.

Clayton took a The couple went out and looked so sweet together, attracting a crowd of
envious A few days after Nicole went to Like Youngblood’s office, she received news Lute
agreed to Nicole’s conditions, but he also put forward his own requests.

He asked to have control over the team station her own people at their office, she must get
Luke’s consent. Nicole had to admit that Luke Youngblood was really suitable to do
business. He was straightforward and got what he wanted.

Since such a condition was not excessive, Nicole agreed to it and had it added to the
contract. The acquisition of Z Technologies was undoubtedly a good thing for Stanton
Corporation A lot of people were relieved that the project they had been doing two years of
preparatory work for could finally continue as usual.
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Since Luke Youngblood’s team was experienced, the cooperation between the two
companies would only make them stronger. Kai did not expect Nicole to act so fast. She
negotiated the terms, but Kai had to carry out the follow-up work.

For a time, Kai was so busy that he did not even have time for a date. Since Kai did not have
time, Nicole felt bad and got Julie to come over to visit them at the office. Julie did not want
to cling to Kai all day. Since Nicole was pregnant and wanted to eat the dessert she made,
Julie came over with the dessert.

Nicole just finished listening to Logan talking about the recent gossip in the company when
she saw Julie pushing the door open. Logan had the good sense to leave the office. Nicole
smiled and opened her arms. “I haven’t seen you for a long time! Is that show you were
working on done with filming?” Julie laughed.

“I’ve already finished two shows! The shows nowadays are like fast food culture. How can it
be that slow?” Nicole clicked her tongue and did not say much. Julie handed something to
Nicole. “Since you’re pregnant, you can’t eat too much sugar.

I added less sugar. Wanna try some?» Nicole smiled and blinked. “Did you think that I
wanted to eat it?” “If not?” “Don’t you know that my third brother hasn’t been home for three
days?” Julie froze.

“Really?” Nicole shook her head speechlessly and suddenly felt a little heartbroken for Kai.
Poor Kai. No one loved him. SA “Julie, did you forget that you guys have already gotten a
marriage license?” Julie touched her nose. ”

How could I forget?” Nicole laughed and pushed the dessert over. “He’s in the office. You
should go take a look.” Julie pursed her lips and felt a little guilty. She nodded and quietly
went out with the dessert. Nicole sighed. She could only help them s o much.

Kai was busy throwing a tantrum in the office. He was different from Grant and Nicole. He
would never beat around the bush, and he could not hold in his anger.
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